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TRAIL RUNNING EXTREME
The reason to gather together was guided by the motif to improve the conditions in
which trail running was practiced and to spread the spirit of goodwill amongst the people.
In 2011 TREX founding members have began organizing the first trail
running race in N.Macedonia - Krali Marko Trails in Prilep region. During 2014
the association has founded other two races Ceripashina Vertikal in the skiresort Popova Shapka and Strumina Trail in Shtip region. Also since 2014, the
trail running film-festival “People like us” is being held in Skopje annually.
In 2018 the first edition of Vodno-Matka Trail Marathon in the surroundings of Skopje
was organized. In 2019, the inaugural edition of Ohrid Trail took part in National Park Galicica
in Prespa-Ohrid region and by that TREX annual trail running calendar was rounded off.
All races by TREX are organized in accordance with ITRA (International
Trail Running Association) medical and safety guidelines and finishers are
awarded qualifying points for UTMB®. TREX members are also part of and
supporting other outdoor sport events throughout the country.
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Promotion and development
of adventure tourism
and extreme mountain
sports by organizing
different types of activities
especially trail running
races in various formats
- short, mid- and longdistance (5-50km) and
ultra-marathon races (50100km)

in order to act

educationally on young
generations to develop a
proper approach to sports
and physical culture but
also to develop a sense of
respect and love for nature.
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our

goals
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1

ACTIVE LIFESTYLE PROMOTION.

In all out events. more than 1500 participants
annually experience outdoor activity that
requires several months of preparation. A quarter
of them are youth aged 16-29 years. And of
course, all of them have fun like never before.
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PROMOTION OF N.MACEDONIA
AND ITS REGIONAL POTENTIAL
IN THE ADVENTURE TOURISM.

We expect 700 foreign runners (and 500
more people to accompany them) to arrive
from abroad one-two days before any event, to
reserve a hotel room and to make tourist visits
of N.Macedonia cultural and natural landmarks.
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PROMOTION OF MACEDONIAN
NATURAL AND CULTURAL WEALTH.

The routes of all TREX-organized races
pass through many places with significant
natural and cultural value such as byzantine
churches, monasteries, fortresses, etc. Athletes
have a unique opportunity to intimately get
acquainted with historical wealth of the region.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE
DEVELOPMENT OF TRAIL
RUNNING AND OUTDOOR
SPORTS IN N.MACEDONIA.

Since 2011, TREX has been part of more than 25
trail running events in N.Macedonia encouraging
local trail runners for greater achievements. Each
year 15% of the participants are new-commers
that take part in a trail race for their first time.

SETTING N.MACEDONIA
ON THE GLOBAL MAP OF
TRAIL RUNNING EVENTS.

All TREX events are internationally verified trail
races that are publicly announced in the ITRA
race calendar (https://itra.run). In the years to
come, the organizers strive towards gradual race
improvement and growth that enables becoming
a part of the Ultra-Trail® du Mont Blanc series.

INSTIGATION OF THE
FOLLOWING MORAL VALUES
AS PART OF THE ETHICAL
CODEX THAT EACH TRAIL
RUNNER MUST ADHERE TO:

Authenticity; Humility; Fair-play;
Equality; Self-respect; Respect towards
the natural environment; Respect
towards others; Solidarity. Each athlete
that takes part in trail running race is
obliged to know and to adhere to the
Race rules and regulations (that also
include Ethical codex) and be inspired to
practice them in their everyday lives.
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community

influence
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OUTDOOR SPORTS PROMOTION
Trail running has been the fastest growing
outdoor sport activity in the world, with organized
races taking place in many-a National Park, Wildlife
Protected and Natural Reserve areas subsequently
becoming significant contributors in the off-season
adventure tourist income in mountain regions
and cultural heritage sites across the globe.
Vodno-Matka Trails, Ohrid Ultra-Trail® and Krali
Marko Trails are international outdoor sport evenst that
invite amateur athletes and professional trail runners
to compete in several trail races organized by means
of strong emphasis on environmental awareness and
protection, participants safety and fair-play code of
conduct. The events encourage the development of
healthy and active lifestyle and promote assortment
of outdoor sports possibilities and places of interest in
city of Skopje - Matka Canyon, Galicica National Park in
Prespa-Ohrid region, and Prilep area in Pelagonija region.
Organizing annually-held trail running events,
TREX strives to reach its full potential in the following
5-10 years by providing up to 5 outdoor events
encompassing as many as 15 trail races of different
lengths such as 20km, 40km, 60km, 100 km and 170
km to more than 3000 participants. All these races
are designed having in mind trail runners and outdoor
enthusiasts with various levels of physical fitness
and trail experience, bringing closer all the diversity
of a mountain environment: steep paths, forest trails,
panoramic ridgelines, sandy beaches, peak bagging, etc.

ACTIVE TOURISM PROMOTION
AND RESPONSIBILITY TOWARDS THE
NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
The general objective of TREX is is the international promotion of
N.Macedonia as an emblematic venue for organizing elite-rank trail
running events and attracting adventurers from all over the world.
TREX members focus on sustainable use of established
hiking trails and dirt roads in regions where they train and
organize trail runing events. Tourism provides a crucial and
unique way of fostering visitors therefore the organizers
maintain a close relationship with local community and
instituitions in selecting the most sustainable routes and
encompassing all significant natural and historical landmarks.
All registered athletes and the general public are introduced
to the principle “Leave No Trace” and advised to respect its
significance and strict application during the event. The
organizers take great care of leaving the natural environment
“as it was” right behind the last athlete on the route. This
places the natural environment in a global spotlight as a place
that should be enjoyed and fiercely protected by all. .
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adventures
under an open sky
Sport activities in a natural setting
A Trail which means « path » in English,
is a pedestrian competition open to all, in
a natural environment, with the minimum
possible of cemented or asphalted roads
(20% maximum). The course can extend for
a few kilometers for short distances and go
well beyond 80 kilometers for ultra-trails.
Mountain, forest, countryside, desert,
this endurance race is practiced on all
naturally irregular terrain, including very
often a part of altitude difference, which
means an elevation gain in altitude between
the start and finish line. Therefore, the
distance isn’t the only value that is counting!
The peculiarity of the terrain but also
the relationship between distance and
elevation match the difficulty of the race.
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Trail running
Born of the pleasure of running in
contact with a preserved nature, trail
running is above all a communion with our
environment. The runner evolves without
artifice, in a demanding environment for
the body and the spirit. As a physical and
mental challenge, it encourages to explore
its capabilities in all humility, in contact
with such rough and fragile spaces.
Running, listening to his 5 senses, without
necessarily focusing on performance
but on his ability to manage his physical
and mental abilities. Because what drives
runners above all else is to finish the race!
Trail races, there is something for
everyone! Trail running races are categorized
according to their level of difficulty. This
ranking is considering the distance and
elevation to be covered. It operates based
on km-efforts to provide during a race.

Our main
activities are
promotion and
organization of
trail running
events.

Authenticity,
humility, fair play,
fairness, respect
and solidarity make
the trail running
a discipline with
particularly strong
values, expressed in
the ethical charter
of the trail.
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long-term

collaboration
TREX has collaborated with several national
and local institutions, foundations, and
private companies among which:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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The President of RN. Macedonia Mr. Stevo pendarovski
Ministry of Internal Affairs and Border Police
Ministry of Economy
Agency for tourism support and promotion
Agency for youth and sports
City of Skopje (and local public institutions)
Municipality of Ohrid (and local public institutions)
Municipality of Prilep (and local public institutions)
Prespa-Ohrid Nature Trust (PONT)
Delegation of EU in RN.Macedonia
Galicica National Park
Red Cross Skopje and its Mountain Rescue Service
Red Cross Ohrid and its Mountain Rescue Service
Red Cross Bitola and its Mountain Rescue Service
Mountaineering and athletic clubs from N. Macedonia.
Trail running clubs and assotiations from Europe.
European outdoor magazines and newsportals..
Many private companies.

What can a
company get out
of a potential
sponsorship of a
trail race? Expand
awareness of its
products? Increase
sales? Enhance
brand’s image?
What assets of a
trail running event
could potentially
provide a good
match for sponsor’s
objectives?
How much work
will be involved
in delivering on
the sponsorship?

sponsorship
Helping an outdoor sport event reaching its full potential is
an exceptional experience that warms your heart! Join us and
leave your mark on the event! Let’s get together and make our
society a better place for everyone – support trail running!

The support of trail running may signify greater social responsibility by
identifying with our goals, brand image affirmation of your company through
trail running values (perseverance and fair-play, for example), promotion of
your products and services, as well as the opportunity for your employees
to volunteer in the races as a form of an unique team building experience.
Sponsorship can come in a variety of forms, depending on
the type of contributions the sponsor makes to TREX trail races.
Some of the more common types of sponsorship are:

1
2
3

»» Cash sponsorship: Event assets are available to the sponsor in exchange
for cash. We differentiate sponsorship into gold, silver and bronze race partners.
»» In-kind sponsorship: Contribution in products or services
vital for successful organization of our trail races.

How can a company assess
the sponsorship and whether it
has been a success for them?
How can employees of a company
gain from the sponsorship?
How invested will they be in
the sponsorship’s success?

»» Title sponsorship: The sponsor gets the privilege to include
their brand name as part of the event name - an opportunity
to get the most value out of an outdoor sport event.
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»» Media sponsorship: Publishers who provide media exposure for
TREX trail races in exchange for exposure throughout the events.
This is where TREX sets apart from the rest. Skillfully navigating all
the necessary steps to developing a fruitful relationship with a sponsor
and making a strong advantage towards long-term prosperity.
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BRANDING OPPORTUNITIES
TREX as the event organizer, to
each registered athlete, at day before
the race, gives gifts packed in a
bag – a starter pack e.g.: branded
race gift, race guide, start number,
other gifts from the sponsors etc.
During the event athletes and their
supporters are in touch with race
assets which can be branded: number
of refreshment points during the
race (tents, flags, banner), start and
finish areas, photos and videos of each
participant race routes. All this gives
a great opportunity for promotion
and raising brand awareness.
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return of

investment
EXPOSURE IN EVENT
COMMUNICATIONS All TREX digital
communication channels reach
to 10,000 users weekly:
»» events’ websites
»» facebook pages and events
»» twitter and instagram profiles
»» newsletters to all participants

CONTENT
Sports equipment and garment manufacturers
and similar brands, may develop creative
content through the event that may be
hugely attractive for customers. For instance,
video footage of athletes using branded
products or equipment could be invaluable for
strengthening brand image and future sales.

DIRECT SALES OPPORTUNITIES
AND POS MARKETING ACTIVITIES
Whether this is sports equipment, nutritional
products or insurance, a company can always
think of many ways to expose products for
sale to selected audience of trail runners
and spectators during TREX trail events.

MEDIA EXPOSURE Outdoor sport events
PRODUCT PLACEMENT & ONSITE
SAMPLING Opportunity for athletes and
their supporters to test your products before
and during the race by placing them on a stand
at the start/finish areas as well as throughout
the race at refreshment stations. This is
especially interesting for brands or products
that may be of athletes’ interest during training
such as sports equipment or nutrition.

TEAM BUILDING EXPERIENCE
Sponsorship of a trail running event
provides a great gift in the form of free-ofcharge participation to give to colleagues,
clients or collaborators to serve them as an
opportunity for one to self-transcendence.
This can be a unique opportunity for a team
building session that can have influence over a
colleagues’ health and can encourage positive
changes in them, strengthen mutual thrust and
competitive spirit. In that way the success of
a company may be brought to a higher level.

generate media publicity, e.g. by appearing
on radio shows, in the national newspapers,
national TVs and News Internet Portals. Exposing
a brand through those channels, by praising
the support or involvement in such initiatives,
are valuable assets to the marketing mix.

ENDORSEMENT
Simply being associated with the sport of
trail running may be valuable to a brand’s
image or overall brand positioning.
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target
group
Main target group are individuals eager for
adventure experiences, aged 25-44 (30% females),
cultured, environmentaly conscious, with a higher
education and working as established professionals,
mostly married with children. They, define their
holidays as “active” and most-often travel together
with their family. They live in N.Macedonia as well
as half of them come from aborad, predominantly
from Balkan region and Eastern EU countries.
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A smaller segment are millenials
that are young people aged 16-25,
single but indenpendent. These
individuals are physically active in
various outdoor sports in nature.

Personal characteristics profile
»
»
»
»
»
»

frequent social media users
focused on winning
attracted by experiences that involve risk
take upon calculated risks in their everyday and professional life
want to experience “out-of-comfort-zone” activities
enjoy in using expensive specilized sports and tech equipment

Adventure travel benefits
»
»
»
»
»

deeper life understanding
experience an “out-of-comfort-zone” feeling
local communities support
having fun and thrill
nature and landscapes
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preparation of a

trail running
race
Organizing an outdoor sport event in nature requires significant
number of human and material resources in the course of few
months. TREX is an association in which its members - alongside
their family and professional responsibilities - wholeheartedely are
involved as volunteers in creating the events, exploring possible
trail routes, develop creative branding and communication tools,
as well perform most of the workd done during race day.

1
2

Initial expenses in race preparation are related to transport and
logistic costs for exploring the areas where the race is to be held аnd
to determine the best routes. After that, costs regarding promotion,
marketing and design occur for websites development and maintainance,
direct marketing and promotion in other events, social media ad
campaigns and promotion in specilized European outdoor magazines.
Thanks to the expertise of some TREX members in IT technology,
we have developed our own system for participant registration and
payment, as well as a race timing system and respective mobile application.

Both systems require regular maintainance and upgrading as well
as covering additional telecommunication and banking costs.
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3
4
5

As the race day approaches, we have costs for branding
gifts for participants and volunteers, for example t-shirts,
bandanas, socks and other similar sport equipment. At
the same time, two weeks before each event, significant
human resources - volunteers are needed to be coordinated
in order to clean the trails and mark them with a flags at
each 20 meters (that are removed after the event).
During race day alongside logistical there are safety and
rescue costs - on average there are 400 participants and 100
volunteers and support staff such as mountain rescue teams
and medical teams due the inaccessible mountaineous terrain.

Each runner that successfully finishes the race
receives a medal; all races require food, water and drinks
available at many aid stations along the race routes; also
we hire photographers and videographers that will create
everlasting memories from different places during race.
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calendar
race
TREX has been recognized as founders

Vodno-Matka Trails

and pioneers of the organized trail

Region

Skopje

Location

Mount Vodno, Matka Canyon

running in N.Macedonia since 2011.
Throughout the years more and more events
had been added thus making a complete
annual calendar of trail running races suiting
every runner’s ability and preferences.
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First edition 2018
Tradition

5 edition

Date

02 APRIL 2022

Races

Vodno-Matka Trail Marathon 40K
Vodno-Trail 27K
Vodno EasyRun 10K

Participants 500
Volunteers

50

www.vodnomatka.mk

Ohrid Ultra-Trail®

Krali Marko Trails

Region

Prespa-Ohrid

Region

Prilep

Location

Galicica National Park

Location

Marko’s towers, Treskavec, Kozjak

Strumina Trail

First edition 2019

First edition 2011

Region

Shtip

Tradition

4 edition

Tradition

10 edition

Location

vicinity of Shtip

Date

13-15 МАY 2022

Date

24 SEPTEMBER 2022

First edition 2014

Races

Ohrid Ultra-Trail 100K

Races

Kozjak Trail 67K

Tradition

7 edition

Galicica Ultra 60K

Kamena Baba Trail 34K

Date

NOVEMBER 2022

Samotska Trail 40K

Treskavec Trail 16K

Races

Strumina Trail 18K

Letnica Trail 20K

Participants 350

Participants 250

Participants 350

Volunteers

Volunteers

Volunteers

www.kmt.mk

50

50

20

www.trex.mk/strumina

www.ohridultratrail.com
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vodno-matka
trails
2 April 2022

The Capital of N.Macedonia, city of Skopje is the host
of Vodno-Matka Trails, organized by TREX. This is a all-day
outdoor sport event and its fifth edition is compromised of
three trail races with lengths of 40/27/10km passing through
Vodno Mountain and in Matka Canyon Protected Area..
Participants during the race have the opportunity to visit the
most beautiful sightseeing spots on Vodno, enjoy the amazing
view of the Skopje valley towards the mountains of Skopska Crna
Gora, Zheden, Karadzica, Jakupica, Kitka, and in the distance the
picturesque Shar Planina. Vodno has well-groomed forest trails,
easy slopes, dirt roads, but steep and technical in Matka it is.
The routes follow the main ridge-line of Mount Vodno
looming above Skopje valley to the mystique in the natural
reserve Matka Canyon and river Treska. There an unique natural
architecture is complemented by byzantine monasteries
and churches where runners shall pass, offering amazing
panoramas of the surrounding mountains and many-a-dozen
of peaks above 2000 m asl. still snowcapped by the winter.
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Vodno-Matka Trails
Region

Skopje

Location

Mount Vodno, Canyon Matka

First edition

2018

Tradition

5 edition

Date

02 APRIL 2022

Races

Vodno Matka Trail Marathon 40K
Vodno Trail 27K
Vodno EasyRun 10K

Participants 500
Volunteers

50

www.vodnomatka.mk
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ohrid ultra
trail
14 May 2022

Ohrid Ultra-Trail® is an international outdoor sports event taking
place annually in the Galicica National Park and Prespa-Ohrid
region, N.Macedonia. The fourth edition that encompasses 4 trail
running races of various distance of 100km/60km/40km/20km.
The namesake race Ohrid Ultra-Trail® is 100 km long and athletes start their
adventure at midnight snaking through cobblestone alleys of Ohrid old town,
passing by several villages in the lower slopes of Mount Galicica to the iconic
St. Naum Monastery on the south side of the Lake Ohrid. There, in the early
morning tranquility of Crn Drim river sources, the athletes of the second trail race
- Galicica Ultra - join them on a 60 km journey. The common route follows the
main ridgeline taking on trails and dirt roads in the heart of Galicica National Park
revealing captivating landscapes of both Lake Prespa and Lake Ohrid all at once.
The third race - Samotska Trail Marathon 40km in length - starting from
village of Peshtani and joins the other two races at the point from where
both lakes, Ohrid and Prespa can be seen simultaneously. The fourth race
- Letnica Trail - starting from village of Ramne offers panoramic glimpses
of city of Ohrid and takes the athletes on 22km journey with the rest of
the runners altogether to the finish line down by Ohrid town square.
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Ohrid Ultra-Trail®
Region

Prespa-Ohrid

Location

Galicica National Park

First edition

2019

Tradition

4 edition

Date

13-15 MAY 2022

Races

Ohrid Ultra-Trail 100K
Galicica Ultra 60K
Studino Trail 40K
Letnica Trail 20K

Participants 350
Volunteers

50

www.ohridultratrail.com
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krali marko
trails

24 Sep 2022
Krali Marko Trails is the oldest continuously organized
trail running race in N.Macedonia that has deeply influenced
and shaped the trail running community in our country. Held
since 2011 it was one of the main, and for couple of years
the only event that promoted the sport of trail running.
Medieval King Marko’s acts of bravery are part of legends that
combined with the extraordinary nature of the environment are
the main reason for organizing the ultramarathon Krali Marko
Trails. Hundreds of years later, you have a unique opportunity to
follow his footsteps, to explore and become a hero yourself..
The race abounds with religious and spiritual motives and
is a real represent of the mythical and cultural heritage of
this part of N.Macedonia. The spectacular landscapes of the
largest macedonian plane – Pelagonija and the incredible rocky
surroundings will leave you breathless and will make you return.
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Krali Marko Trails
Region

Prilep

Location

Marko’s towers, Treskavec, Kozjak

First edition

2011

Tradition

10 edition

Date

24 SEPTEMBER 2022

Races

Kozajk Trail 67K
Kamena Baba Trail 34K
Treskavec Trail 16K

Participants 350
Volunteers

50

www.kmt.mk

strumina
trail
Nov 2022
Sweet but short
trail race in the vicinity
of Shtip. Length of
18K makes it available
for new-commers
as well as running it
under a full gas.

Strumina Trail
Region

Shtip

Location

vicinity of Shtip

First edition

2014

Tradition

7 edition

Date

NOVEMBER 2022

Races

Strumina Trail 18K

Participants 250
Volunteers
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www.trex.mk/strumina
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people
like
us
December 2022
film festival

Each year in December, a one-day film festival “People
Like Us” is held in Skopje, that aims to promote the sport
of trail running in N. Macedonia as well as to attract more
and more people to outdoor sports in natural setting. The
festival’s inaugural edition was organized in 2014.
The programme usually consists of several short
films by indenpendent film makers, a panel discussion
with relevant guests from abroad and finishes with a
full-lenght movie on the topic of trail running.
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Association for promotion and project management of trail running
events and other mountain sports TREX - Skopje, N.Macedonia
Address: Ibe Palikukja 17, 1000 Skopje
Telephone and E-mail: +389 70 997 348 / info@trex.mk
Bank account number at Halk Bank: 270069272700140
ID number (EMB): 6927270
Tax number (EDB): 4058014518005
President: Igor Jovanovski

trail
running

